11 AUGUST 1970

FROM: SANTIAGO

TO: DIRECTOR

THE FOLLOWING IS FOR PASSAGE TO CRIMMINS FROM AMB KORRY:

FOR CRIMMINS FROM KORRY

1. PERMIT ME THREE QUICK COMMENTS

A. SINCE I SEE VERY LITTLE POSSIBILITY OF A DUTY-ELECTED AND INAUGURATED ALLENDE BEING OVERTHROWN, I DO NOT REGARD [ ] AS A VERY REALISTIC ALTERNATIVE.

B. THIS OPTION SHOULD BE REALISTICALLY CONSIDERED [ ] AFTER THE ELECTIONS AND PRIOR TO INAUGURATION.

C. THE PROHIBITIONS IMPOSED BY THE DEPT ON THIS [ ] MAKE MY FOLLOWING COMMENTS OF DUBIOUS VALUE SINCE THEY DO NOT ENCOMPASS FIRM KNOWLEDGE OF THE THINKING OF KEY MEN.

2. IF ALLENDE IS INAUGURATED BY CONSTITUTIONAL PROCESS, [ ] IT IS THE CT ESTIMATE THAT IT IS HIGHLY UNLIKELY THAT THE CONDITIONS OR MOTIVATIONS FOR A MILITARY OVERTHROW OF ALLENDE WILL PREVAIL. MILITARY IMPLIES ARMY SINCE WITHOUT THE EXPLICIT OR IMPLICIT SUPPORT OF THE ARMY, THE OTHERS (CARABINEROS, NAVY AND AIR FORCE) CAN DO NOTHING COHERENT.

ONCE CONGRESS ELECTED ALLENDE, THE BREAKDOWN OF LAW AND ORDER TO A CONDITION OF CHAOS COULD BE THE ONLY EFFECTIVE IMPULSE FOR ARMY INTERVENTION. FOR SUCH CHAOS TO ENSUE, THE
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ONCE CONGRESS ELECTED ALLENDE, THE BREAKDOWN OF LAW AND ORDER TO A CONDITION OF CHAOS COULD BE THE only effective IMPULSE FOR ARMY INTERVENTION. FOR SUCH CHAOS TO ENSUE, THE
Supporters of Alessandri would have to foment a serious and coordinated challenge to the Frei government's authority and Frei would have to play the deliberate role of impotent or conniver. While such a scenario is not impossible, it is highly unlikely once the Congress elects Allende. An attempt to rob Allende of his triumph by, say, a general Viaux, who has a certain mystique within the army, would in all likelihood fail in a post-congressional decision period and be almost impossible post-inauguration unless Allende imprudently and unexpectedly aroused army animus by flouting its institutionality.

3. In considering all the permutations, three separate time frames must be kept in view: Sept 5-Oct 24 when the Congress begins its electoral deliberations; from Nov. 4 on when Allende is president.

4. Further assumptions possible military influences or actions include that Allende finishes first by a margin of less than 100,000, or that he finishes second by less than 100,000. (If he has the first majority by more than 100,000 it will be almost impossible for Congress to overthrow his election and equally unlikely that intervention by anything except death could halt his inauguration and presidency; alternatively if he loses by more than 100,000, he has little
HOPE OF OVERTURNING THE ELECTORAL ORDER; IF HIS FORCES Sought TO DO SO, IT IS LIKELY THEY WOULD BE FRUSTRATED FIRST IN THE CONGRESS AND IF NOT THERE THEN POSSIBLY BY MILITARY INTERVENTION.

5. DOUBTLESS THERE ARE MANY ACTIVE OFFICERS PERSONALLY OPPOSED TO THE IDEA OF AN ALLENDE PRESIDENCY. THE [ ] HAS REPORTED HIS VIEWS AND [ ] HAS PUT FORWARD THE COINCIDENTAL NAMES OF [ ] TO WHICH COULD BE ADDED [ ] A CONSIDERABLE NUMBER OF OTHER OFFICERS. HOWEVER WE ARE NOT CONSIDERING VIEWS BUT THE WILL AND THE CAPACITY TO ACT AND TO CONTROL.

6. THE DOMINANT FIGURE IN THE ARMY TODAY IS GEN SCHNEIDER. THE SCHNEIDER DOCTRINE OF NON-INTERVENTION AND OF ACCEPTANCE OF THE CONGRESSIONAL DECISION TO NAME EITHER OF THE FIRST TWO CANDIDATES HAS BEEN WIDELY ACCEPTED. SCHNEIDER IS THE ONE CHILEAN GENERAL FOR WHOM FREI SAID TO ME HE HOLDS ANY RESPECT. I AM PERSUADED SCHNEIDER MADE HIS CONTROVERSIAL STATEMENT WITH THE FULL KNOWLEDGE IF NOT PROMPTING OF FREI; I AM FURTHER PERSUADED THAT ONE PURPOSE WAS TO MAINTAIN THE INSTITUTIONAL UNITY OF THE ARMY AT A DIFFICULT TIME (AND WITH A VIAUX IN THE WINGS) AND THAT THIS AIM IS
INCREASINGLY UNDERSTOOD WITHIN THE ARMY; I AM CONVINCED THAT SCHNEIDER HAD TOMIC IN MIND AS POSSIBLE SECOND OR ALLENDE AS A FIRST WHEN HE ISSUED HIS STATEMENT AND WISHED TO KEEP OPEN OPTIONS. THE FREI-SCHNEIDER RELATIONSHIP IS, THEREFORE A CRUCIAL ELEMENT ABOUT WHICH WE KNOW LITTLE.

7. THE FREI-SCHNEIDER GAMBIT TO HELP TOMIC AND TO KEEP THE ARMY UNITED AND APOLITICAL HAS INCREASED THE PRESSURES ON THE POLITICIANS WHO WILL HAVE TO VOTE IN CONGRESS STARTING OCT. 24TH. IT SHOULD MEAN THAT THE ARMY WILL GUARANTEE ORDER UNTIL THAT VOTE STARTS AND THAT IT WILL NOT PERMIT MOB MUSCLE OR DISRUPT THE CONSTITUTIONAL PROCESS.

8. IF MY ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT THE FREI-SCHNEIDER RELATIONSHIP ARE CORRECT, THEN IF ALLENDE SHOULD WIN THE FIRST MAJORITY BY LESS THAN 100,000, THE MORE OR LESS UNITED ARMY WILL ASSURE AT LEAST AN OPPORTUNITY FOR THE CONGRESS TO BLOCK ALLENDE'S ASCENDANCY BY ELECTION OF THE RUNNER-UP. IT IS CONCEIVABLE TOO THAT THE ARMY MIGHT TAKE CERTAIN SYMBOLIC ACTIONS FOLLOWING THE CONGRESSIONAL VOTE TO PUT ITS STAMP OF APPROVAL ON THE NEWLY CHOSEN PRESIDENT PRIOR TO INAUGURATIONS.

9. IT IS SIGNIFICANT THAT FREI HAS TOLD VISITORS THAT IF ALLENDE WINS THE FIRST MAJORITY THERE WILL BE A "GOLPE DE ESTADO" (WITHOUT DEFINING IF THE ARMED FORCES WOULD ACT UNILATERALLY OR ON HIS URGING). WITHOUT ANY FACTUAL SUBSTAN-
I believe this leaking to be electoral in purpose. I guess that Frei is spreading the word in order to affect the Sept. 4th voting and that he has calculated that both the international press and the Marxist-Leninists here would publicize this possibility as indeed both have. I reckon Frei believes that this propaganda-conjuring might dissuade some disposed to vote for Allende. It could conceivably mean what he says but I have no RPT no evidence in support.

10. The conditions that currently prevail in the army make doubtful any effective army move to block Allende. While younger officers might want action for action's sake, and while some might accurately calculate that such action would doubtless lead to greater responsibility, greater power and greater status, there is doubt about the troops' willingness to follow their officers for such a purpose and there is said to be considerable Allende sentiment among the non-coms or at the very minimum an unwillingness to obstruct him. The partisan factionalism of higher officers acts to reinforce their general reluctance and incapacity to
GOVERN.

11. IN ORDER TO REVERSE THIS OUTLOOK, A GROUP OF OFFICERS WOULD BE REQUIRED TO (A) PLAN AN EFFECTIVE TAKEOVER WITHOUT THE KNOWLEDGE OF SCHNEIDER OR THE GOC AND (B) EXPLOIT A CONTRIVED OR UNEXPECTED OPPORTUNITY THAT COULD BE ACCEPTED BY A SIGNIFICANT PART OF THE ARMY AND PUBLIC AS A RATIONALE FOR A GOLPE. WHILE THE [ ] AND A GOOD MANY ALESSANDRISTAS ARE PLAYING WITH THIS IDEA, I THINK IT A NON-STATER WITHOUT THE BLESSING OF FREI, IMPLICIT OR EXPLICIT, AND WITHOUT OUTSIDE SUPPORT IN THE FORM OF TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE OR POLITICAL ACTION. WE ARE EXCLUDING ANY FOREIGN TROOP HYPOTHESIS.}

12. WHILE ALL SORTS OF CARIBBEAN CABALS CAN BE PLOTTED AND WE HAVE INDULGED IN SPINNING SOME OUT, THEY STRIKE ME AS FANCIFUL AND REALLY UNPLANNNABLE BECAUSE OF THE ARMY'S CONDITION AND BECAUSE OF CHILE PARTICULARITIES. I REMAIN UNSWAYED, IN MY VIEW THAT FREI IS A CRITICAL AND DOMINANT FIGURE, NOT ONLY BECAUSE HE IS PRESIDENT BUT BECAUSE HE IS THE MOST POPULAR AND THEREFORE AND MOST INFLUENTIAL POLITICIAN IN CHILE. THIS JUDGMENT SHOULD NOT BE READ AS IMPLYING THAT FREI HAS THE GUTS TO TAKE HARD DECISIONS; INDEED, HIS PROCLIVITY IS TO TRANSACT AND TO AVOID UNPLEASANTNESS UNLESS HE IS PUSHED.
13. [ ]

THE CRUCIAL PERIOD IS SEPT. 5 TO OCT 24 WHEN VARIOUS PERTINENT POSSIBILITIES WILL OCCUR:

A. IF WE ASSUME ALLENDE HAS WON BY LESS THAN 100,000, THEN HIS SUPPORTERS HAVE A KEEN INTEREST IN AVOIDING ANY MILITARY INTERVENTION THAT WOULD ROB THEM OF THEIR ELECTORAL TRIUMPH. IF TOMIC WERE SECOND, ALLENDE COULD ONLY BE BLOCKED FROM THE PRESIDENCY BY THE NACIONALES AND/OR DISSIDENT RADICALS VOTING FOR TOMIC. PBEI WOULD PULL OUT ALL STOPS FOR TOMIC AND WOULD, I PREDICT, SEEK OUR AND THE ARMY'S SUPPORT IN APPLYING PRESSURES.

B. IF ALESSANDRI WERE SECOND, WE FACE AN EXTRAORDINARY STEM-WINDER. ALESSANDRI HAS SAID THAT HE WILL ACCEPT THE WINNER OF THE FIRST MAJORITY AS DEFINITIVE. THE NACIONALES HAVE SAID THEY WOULD VOTE FOR THE MAN WHO HAD THE FIRST MAJORITY. THUS THESE PLEDGES WOULD HAVE TO BE IGNORED AND MOREOVER THE PDC WOULD HAVE TO THROW THEIR VOTES TO ALESSANDRI AS WELL IF ALLENDE WERE NOT TO BECOME PRESIDENT. [ ]

[ ] CAME UNINVITED TO THE RESIDENCE SUNDAY AUG 9 TO SPECULATE INTER ALIA ON THIS HYPOTHETICAL SITUATION. HE NOTED THAT IF ALESSANDRI WERE ELECTED BY
CONGRESS, THE OLD MAN COULD KEEP HIS ELECTORAL PLEDGE TO RESPECT THE FIRST MAJORITY BY REFUSING TO ACCEPT THE PRESIDENCY. (ALESSANDRI HAS ALWAYS SAID HE WOULD NOT SEEK TO GOVERN WITHOUT EFFECTIVE SUPPORT AND SUCH RENUNCIATION WOULD ALSO BE CONSISTENT WITH THIS VIEW.)

IF ALESSANDRI REFUSED THE CONGRESSIONAL WILL, THEN, according to Pablo, new elections would have to be called with the president of the senate acting as interim president. Frei would be a candidate in the new election and would surely win an overwhelming majority (and Pablo would have reached the heights by being registered in history as one of Chile's presidents.)

In other words, there would be a deal between nacionales and pdc to block alende and to re-elect frei. the support of schneider and the army in the face of certain marxist mob violence, general strikes and mir crimes would, of course, be essential. so would our financial resources, intelligence data, and covert morale support.

C. if alende were to finish second within 100,000 votes of alessandri, the problem is no less complex. there would be perhaps a third of the christian democrates (that is up to 25) in the congress disposed to vote for
ALLENDE AND THERE MIGHT BE SOME ORTHODOX RADICALS PREPARED TO ABandon ALLENDE IN THE SECRET BALLOT. UNLESS FREI AND HIS LIEUTENANTS WERE TO EXERCISE ALL OF THEIR INFLUENCE WITHIN THE PARTY AND UNLESS ALL LEVERS OF PRESSURE WERE BROUGHT TO BEAR ON THE RADICALS, THE ALLENDE FORCES WOULD PREVAIL. (PERHAPS THIS IS THE PLACE TO INTERPOSE A JUDGMENT ON TOMIC. IF HE FINISHES WELL BEHIND THE OTHER TWO, FREI'S INFLUENCE IN THE PDC WILL BE CONSIDERABLE; BUT IF TOMIC IS THIRD BY A COMPARATIVELY SMALL NUMBER OF VOTES THE RECRIMINATIONS AGAINST FREI BY THE TOMICISTAS WILL BE BITTER AND THEIR INCLINATIONS (INCLUDING TOMIC'S) TO FIGHT FREI AND TO HELP ALLENDE WILL BE VERY POWERFUL.)

14. NO ONE HERE CAN CONCEIVE OF ANY SUPPORTABLE SCHEME FOR A U.S. ROLE STRICTLY LIMITED TO THE MILITARY FOR REASONS GIVEN ABOVE. AND WITHOUT A U.S. TACTICAL ROLE, WE FIND IT DIFFICULT TO SUGGEST WHAT THE [ ] MIGHT DO; THEY WISH US TO TELL THEM.

15. BUT AS I SAID AT THE OUTSET, [ ] THERE, I CONTINUE TO BELIEVE THAT THE U.S. DOES HAVE AN OPPORTUNITY TO PLAY A CONSTRUCTIVE AND EFFECTIVE ROLE IN WHICH THE MILITARY WOULD BE INCLUDED. IT IS BECAUSE WE HAVE THE POWER TO INFLUENCE
FAMILIAR POPULAR UNITY TUNE OF THE OTHER SIDE. FROM
CABINET MINISTERS WHO ACCOMPANIED FREI ON THE 12 HOUR INAUGUR-
ATION OF EL TENIENTE'S EXPANSION SATURDAY, I HEARD URGINGS
THAT THE CASTRO ADMISSION OF FAILURE BE PLAYED TO THE HILT.
17. [ ] TOLD ME THAT THE CRITICAL TIME FRAME WILL
BE THE FIRST FORTNIGHT AFTER THE ELECTIONS WHEN THE RIDDING
FOR CONGRESSIONAL VOTES BEGINS. [ ]

I SHARE

THE DEPT'S DESIRE TO PROTECT THE PRESIDENT AND THE EMBASSY
TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT FROM AND EXPOSURE. MY OWN VIEW IS THAT
THE USUAL ALTERNATIVES -

BE INCOMPATIBLE WITH THE SITUATION AND MORE RISKY OF FAILURE
AND EXPOSURE THAT ANYTHING I MIGHT DO. TO RECONCILE THESE
TWO PREDICATIONS, I WOULD SUGGEST THE FOLLOWING:

A. [ ]

B. [ ]
28. THE POINT OF THIS PROPOSAL IS TO MAKE THE EFFORT A
CHILEAN ONE AND TO REDUCE U.S. EXPOSURE POTENTIAL TO THE
MINIMUM.
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